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Sonoma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Board Meeting

      Regular Meeting Minutes 
Date: February 22, 2021, 4:00 p.m. 

www.santarosaplaingroundwater.org 

1. Call to Order and Roll Call
Director Gorin called the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m. After going over meeting protocol, she asked
Ann DuBay, Administrator to conduct roll call. Directors Ding, Gorin, Mulas, Rabbitt, Rogers, and
Sangiacomo were present.  Also, in attendance were Ann DuBay, Administrator; Jay Jasperse, Plan
Manager; Marcus Trotta, Technical Staff; Andrea Rodriguez, Outreach staff; Simone Peters,
Administrative Aide (recording minutes); Andrea Lifto and Brett Bradford, Pisenti & Brinker; Jerry
Bradshaw, Valerie Flores and Arcelia Herrera, SCI; Fred Allebach, Sonoma Valley Advisory Committee
Chairman; Gary Bryant, Valley of the Moon Water District.

2. Public comment on matters not listed on the agenda but within the subject
matter jurisdiction of the Board

None. 

3. Consent Calendar
a. Approve Minutes of January 25, 2020 Meeting
b. Approve Year-to-Date Financial Report
c. Approve Year-to-Date Member Agency Contributions

No public comment. 

Director Ding asked for one correction to the January minutes; Rachel Hundley didn’t attend the 
meeting and the minutes should reflect this. 

Director Rabbitt moved to approve the Consent Calendar with the mentioned correction to the 
January minutes, Director Ding seconded. Motion passed unanimously 5-0-1 (Director Mulas 
abstained). 

Roll call Vote: 
Director Gorin – aye  
Director Ding - aye 
Director Mulas – abstained 
Director Rogers – aye 
Director Rabbitt – aye 

http://www.santarosaplaingroundwater.org/
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Director Sangiacomo – aye 

 The October 26, 2020 minutes will be approved at the March meeting.

4. Directors/Subcommittee Report
Director Sangiacomo met with the consultants a couple weeks ago to discuss the survey results and
provide feedback on a draft focus group discussion guide. We will get detailed information from the
consultants later in the meeting today.

No public comment. 

5. Advisory Committee Report

Fred Allebach, Sonoma Valley GSA Advisory Committee Chair, said the Advisory Committee has 
shown concern for the two depletion areas: El Verano and Eastside and have a general interest in 
restoring the two depletion areas to groundwater levels prior to 2010. The rationale being that the 
drought was happening in 2015, so the benchmark SGMA levels of 2015 were already pre-2010 
levels. 

Question/Comments 
Director Rogers – Can you address the 2010 benchmark year the Advisory Committee would like to 
use? 

Jay Jasperse – It is still an ongoing discussion for the SMC. So, it is a possibility, we haven’t made 
any conclusions yet. The Board will receive an informational briefing about this later today. 

No public comment. 

6. Action Items
a. Fiscal Year 2019-20 Audit: Receive and accept audit

Ann DuBay introduced Brett Bradford and Andrea Lifto from Pisenti & Brinker. 

Andrea Lifto, Pisenti & Brinker – The audit has been completed. Lifto provided an overview of the 
audit noting that in their opinion, the financial statements are materially accurate, and there are no 
significant deficiencies. Pisenti & Brinker does not propose any adjustments to the financial 
statements. 

Director Gorin – Thanked Andrea Lifto and Brett Bradford and said she was pleased to receive a 
glowing audit. 

No public comment. 

Director Rogers moved to accept the audit as written, Director Mulas seconded. Motion passed 
unanimously 6-0-0. 
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Roll call Vote: 
Director Gorin – aye  
Director Ding - aye 
Director Mulas – aye 
Director Rogers – aye 
Director Rabbitt – aye 
Director Sangiacomo – aye 

7. Information Items:
a. Rural Community Engagement Program Update: Receive update from consultants on

recent survey, and next steps

The project is being conducted jointly with the other two Sonoma County GSAs. Major contract 
tasks include research (survey and focus groups); development and implementation of an 
engagement campaign; and funding analysis. 

Andrea Rodriguez, Outreach staff, reminded the Board that the survey, which was launched in 
December, officially closed on January 15. She introduced Jerry Bradshaw from SCI Consulting Group 
who provided an overview of the project. He explained that the first major step (survey mailed to 
1,572 respondents, 388 surveys returned, representing a 25% response rate) is complete. Mr. 
Bradshaw presented the findings. The six big issues in order: 

1) Transportation
2) Housing affordability
3) Climate change and environmental sustainability
4) Community safety
5) Wildland fire
6) Water quality and availability

Summary/Conclusions – generally an excellent response rate. Margin of error is 2.2% overall (in the 
three basins totaled). Groundwater is NOT a major issue (5th or 6th rank) which is quite consistent 
across the basins. There is generally good support for issues, the negative arguments have lowest 
support, and very high volunteerism (15%). The challenges include raising visibility of groundwater, 
and low support for concept of fees. The next steps include five focus groups: three (one in each 
basin); one for ag/commercial well owners across the basins; and one for a specialty group – 
possibility of a Spanish speaking focus group or large residential lots, etc. – across the basin. SCI 
expects to wrap up in late April and will then present outcomes to the Board. 

Director Rogers – Were questionnaires sent to all well owners in Sonoma Valley including 
commercial and HOAs? 

Arcelia Herrera, SCI – Yes, but I don’t believe we received any responses from HOAs. 

Director Gorin (to Director Sangiacomo) – is there anything that surprised you from the survey? 
Director Sangiacomo – No, I don’t think so. Fees is a very general term and it immediately gets 
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people concerned. 
Director Gorin – Thank you for your work. There was ‘popular revolt’ in Santa Rosa Plain Basin 
regarding fees. She asked Jerry Bradshaw if he saw the same community concern from Sonoma 
Valley. 
Director Bradshaw – Statistically, I am confident that it is what it is, and we can take it at face 
value. We have a long road ahead on this. We have been mulling different strategies, but they 
are very speculative at this point. 

Director Rabbitt – I think the task going forward will be to take what we know today and roll that 
out going forward. Thank you for all the work. 

Director Mulas – There are no particular surprises in the survey for me. I find the idea of reducing 
development interesting because we need housing. I will be on my soap box when talking fees. I think 
people need to recognize that rural landowners and agriculture have paid for the Warm Springs Dam 
project since its inception without any value to us. I think that when you are putting the surveys 
together in the future, you don’t drive the answers in the direction that would give you an outcome that 
you are looking for. 

Director Ding – Thank you Mr. Bradford for the first-hand information. It looks very positive. I 
understand education plays a big role so I hope we can improve education and information for the 
well owners of Sonoma Valley. 

No public comment. 

b. Groundwater Sustainability Plan Update: Receive progress update on Groundwater
Sustainability Plan, including Water Budget, Projects and Management Actions,
Sustainable Management Criteria for Chronic Depletion of Groundwater Levels and for
Interconnected Surface Water, and provide feedback

The Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) is due January 31, 2022. As part of the GSP, Sustainable 
Management Criteria (SMC) must be developed for six sustainability indicators as defined by the 
Sustainable Groundwater Management Act.  

Jay Jasperse kicked off the presentation providing an overview of the Groundwater Sustainability 
Plan schedule. He noted one minor change; we were originally going to provide the three remaining 
Sustainable Management Criteria to the Board in March. We are now looking at moving the 
Depletion of Interconnected Surface Water SMC to the April 26 meeting for consideration. Today’s 
information updates will cover the Water Budget, Groundwater Levels, and the Depletion of 
Interconnected Surface Water. 

Marcus Trotta, Technical staff, provided a little information on the surface water – groundwater 
flow model, known as an Integrated Groundwater Flow Model. It is one of the primary tools we 
have, to estimate the water budget in the Sonoma Valley Basin. Trotta gave an overview of the 
historical water budget as well as the projected 50-year water budget before indicating next steps. 
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Questions/Comments 
Director Rogers – It's interesting that 2012 to 2018 you have a mean decrease at 900 acre-feet, and 
then for the 20-year period only projecting 300, which is the same as the historical average. And yet 
we know that the climate has changed, and our super wet years are drastically different than wet 
years in the past and we have more intense rainfall at one time, which doesn't necessarily recharge 
as well. I question the 300 in the timeframe from 2021 to 2040; it just seems like it's too light. 

Trotta -  I think the reason for it is that the climate future that we are using here does show 
some fairly wet periods during that first 20 years and there's a higher percentage of wetter 
years than there were in the historical period. The climate simulation also incorporates 
temperature. There's likely to be some increases in pumping due to temperature increases, but I 
think it is balanced by the increased amount of precipitation that is falling. The other metric 
that's important to look at in addition to changes in storage, is changes in some of the other 
water budget components. 
Director Rogers – Does the science tell you that you are going to have a bunch of wet years? 
Jasperse – It is difficult because SGMA requires you to pick one climate future. There are 20 
climate futures sanctioned by the State of California. The reason we got to this future compared 
to the other 19 models - and it was one of the three or so that best represented our region in 
the state – is because it was somewhere in the middle of the metrics. These are forecasts and 
this is an ongoing process so we will be updating it every five years. 
Director Rogers – The rosy projection might lead you to do little in the early years and be forced 
to take drastic actions later which could cause disruption to the groundwater users. It just 
doesn’t look right to me. 
Jasperse – This model is more pessimistic in the outer years with some significant droughts. The 
variability of precipitation will increase in future years, wet will be wetter, dry will be drier. We 
want to caution that not any of the 20 forecasts are going to be correct. 
Director Rogers – Have you done any testing where you look at a scenario that is twice as bad as 
what you have here, to indicate what the impact would be? 
Trotta – The latter stages of our 50-year climate future provide some insights to that. It is 
something we can turn to if it looks like we're heading in that direction, and then start 
implementing something that would be a little more aggressive.  

Director Mulas – When you were talking about the Farm Plans, I assume you are not taking into 
consideration agriculture’s use of tertiary treated water? 
Trotta – No, for the historical and projected periods, it is only the groundwater pumping that is 
shown here. Recycled water use is one of the projects that we will likely look at when we start 
considering Projects and Actions. 

Marcus Trotta then provided an update on Chronic Depletion of Groundwater Levels. Today’s 
objective is to review and discuss the methodology for setting preliminary Minimum Thresholds and 
Measurable Objectives and discuss options for defining Undesirable Results.  

Jay Jasperse presented initial ideas for Undesirable Result options. Next steps include bringing a 
complete proposal to the Advisory Committee for consideration at their March 9 meeting and then 
to the Board for possible direction at the March 22 Board meeting. All Sustainability Indicators need 
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to be integrated and evaluated with future projections and cost and feasibility of Projects and 
Actions need to be assessed before revising SMC as appropriate. 

Questions and Comments 
Director Rogers – If you have an area below the 2010 threshold, how do you bring it back? 

Jasperse – That is where the Projects and Actions can happen. You can reduce pumping, you can 
also recharge, or bring in recycled water. 
Director Rogers – I am not in favor of going back to 2010. You are generating too many projects. 
I suggest starting with 2018. If you go back to 2010 you are guaranteeing you will have many 
expensive projects to bring back some of the aquifers. Unless you believe you have a serious 
problem in some of these areas, then yes. 
Jasperse – This basin has two areas of declining groundwater levels that are significant and 
will require some projects to mitigate them. 

Directors Mulas, Rabbitt and Sangiacomo all said they were digesting the information, had no 
additional questions, and thanked staff for their hard work. 

Director Ding – It is very important to update the projection model every five years. You mention 
that right now you are using one model to project, hopefully, you can use two or three models and 
combine them so that we can minimize the non-accuracy. I know it is very difficult, but projection is 
important for decisions you will make. 

Director Gorin – When I was elected supervisor over eight years ago, you already documented two 
cones of depression in the areas of 8th Street East and El Verano. I know the El Verano area may be 
prime for some housing going forward and probably using surface water, rather than groundwater, 
but I wouldn't rule that out. But the 8th Street East decline is producing significant impacts on any 
future industrial use in the area. They are desperate for water, whether it's groundwater or surface 
water. So, if we used 2010 as the base year, how difficult would it be to replenish that kind of 
depression to recover somewhat? 

Jasperse – I think it is feasible through a combination of means. Recycled water efficiency, and 
storage and recovery from the deeper aquifer are going to be a portfolio that need to be 
implemented in the coming years. Whether using 2010 or 2018 as a baseline, you will have to 
implement some projects. 
Trotta – One important thing to remember is these thresholds are considered preliminary. Our 
next steps are to look at what kind of projects might be needed, if they are cost prohibitive, we 
can look back and evaluate what we use for those thresholds. The Minimum Thresholds 
determine if you are achieving your sustainable conditions within the basin. If you are above 
those minimum thresholds and not experiencing undesirable results, you are considered 
sustainable by the state. 
Director Gorin – So you are saying it is OK for us to digest the data for now and you are going to 
ask us some tough questions in March? 
Jasperse – Yes, but it is not going to be a final; there will still an opportunity to tweak it for this 
Plan in the coming couple months. Once we do the Plan, we have five-year updates. 
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Director Gorin – Are you able to use a model to analyze two or more different inputs, how 
sophisticated is your modeling? 
Jasperse – They are quite sophisticated, but it takes a lot of time for each model run, they 
require much labor/effort. 
Trotta - Models can sometimes take a day or two to run depending upon how much you are 
simulating, and then a lot of work needs to go into processing all the input and output, so it is a 
pretty significant effort. 
Director Gorin – My concern is that we have ventured opinions on and off about this without 
really understanding what the input would do to the output. 

Jay Jasperse gave a very brief overview of Depletion of Interconnected Surface Water SMC. It is 
technically and regulatorily very complicated. Jasperse said there is a practitioner workgroup 
working on this. Our modeling has mapped out where the GDE’s are.  We are working with the 
Advisory Committee and will bring the full SMC to you for consideration at your April meeting. The 
bottom line is that it requires a lot of work. Basins are struggling with this SMC statewide. Marcus 
Trotta added that staff has been working hard on this SMC to come up with a methodology that 
uses our computer model combined with data we have collected in this basin. 

Director Sangiacomo – There is only so much time to cover the information, it seems everyone 
needs two to three times more than we have. It would be nice if we could take more time to review. 

Jasperse – Maybe we could increase the length of the meetings to help. We have already 
increased the number of meetings. 
Director Gorin – Do you have confidence that we will meet the timeline set by the state at the 
pace we are going? 
Jasperse – Yes, and we have imbedded time for public review. 

Director Gorin (to Fred Allebach) – How is the Advisory Committee dealing with this? 
Fred Allebach – We have some members that know this material in detail, and some others 
know less. The Advisory Committee is working hard to understand it; it is complicated material. 

No public comment. 

c. Draft Fiscal year 2021-22 Budget: Provide feedback

The JPA requires the Board to adopt a budget annually 60 days before the end of the current fiscal 
year begins. Ann DuBay gave an overview of the proposed fiscal year draft budget for 2021-22; a 
staff report is in the packet. Draft revenues are expected to be about 16% less than the current fiscal 
year. Expenditures will be about 11% less than this year. We would maintain member agency 
contributions as they are now. The bottom line is we have a draft budget with total revenues of 
$969,350 and total expenditures of $1,000,123 and the difference in that gap would be made up 
with the fund balance we currently have. 

Director Ding – What is $125,000 in kind? 
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DuBay – Sonoma Water contributes $125,000 annually to the GSA. It also has a contract with 
the GSA to provide administrative and technical services. So, the first $125,000 are charged to 
the GSA in kind, and then after that, the GSA is billed.  

No public comment. 

8. Legal Counsel, Plan Manager and Administrator Report
Ann DuBay said that last week, she, Jay Jasperse, Marcus Trotta, and Andy Rogers, the administrator 
from the Santa Rosa Plain Basin, met with Mike Martini and representatives of the agricultural 
community, including Director Sangiacomo, to talk about the farm plan Mike Martini had discussed 
in Public Comments at the last meeting. It was a very productive conversation, and staff now have a 
better understanding of what they're proposing. Jay Jasperse and Marcus Trotta will be meeting 
with their technical team to talk more about how it might coordinate with the Groundwater 
Sustainability Plan and the GSA. Plan Manager and Administrative reports are in the packet.  

9. Adjournment
Director Gorin adjourned the meeting at 6:14 pm. She confirmed the next meeting will be on March
22, 2021 and she will not be attending; Vice-Chair Sangiacomo will chair the meeting.
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